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56. Analytic Expressions of Unstable Manifolds

By Shigehiro USHIKI
Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Sciences, Kyoto University

(Communicated by K6saku YOSIDA, M. J. A., June 12, 1980)

O. Introduction. In the study of bifurcations of differentiable
dynamical systems, topological configurations of stable manifolds and
unstable manifolds play an important role. In this note we give global
analytic expressions by analytic mappings for unstable sets of strictly
hyperbolic fixed points of analytic mappings f:R-+Rn. If mapping

f is a diffeomorphism, the obtained unstable set agrees with the un-
stable manifold of the fixed point.

Our research has been inspired by the work of H. Daido [1]. The
author is grateful to Profs. M. Yamaguti, T. Saito, K. Shiraiwa and
K. Fukui and Dr. T. Ueda, for discussions and suggestions.

1. Main theorems. Let f: Rn-R be a real analytic map
defined globally on Rn. We assume that the origin, O, is a fixed point
of f, i.e., f(O)-O, and that the Jacobian matrix dfo at 0 is diagonalis-
able.

Let a, a., ., a denote the eigenvalues of dfo. We assume 0 is
hyperbolic, i.e.,

(1) !11 for i--1,2,...,k,
[1 for i--k+l,...,n.

Let =(, .,/) be multi-index with >=0 for i=1, ., k. Let
a=(a, ...,a). We denote 1[=/+32+... +/ and a=a.a a.
We assume also
( 2 ) :/:
or any multi-index with 1[_>_2 and i-l, ..., k.

Let E denote the subspace of tangent space ToR spanned by the
eigenvectors or eigenvalues a, ., . Space E is invariant under
the differential map dfo" ToR-ToR. Let " E-E be the differential
map dfo restricted on E e.

V($)=dfo() for e E.
We call a point P in R an unstable point of o if there is a sequence of
points PeR, i-0,--1,--2,..., such that P=f(P_) for i-0,-1,
--2, ..., P=Po and that P tends to the origin as i tends to --c. We
denote the set of unstable points of O by W. We call W the unstable
set of O. If f is a diffeomorphism, then W is nothing but the un-
stable manifold of O.

Theorem 1. Let f" Rn--+R be a real analytic map defined globally
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on R, with f(O)-O. Assume that the Jacobian matrix dfo at 0 is
diagonalisable and that the eigenvalues , ..., satisfy conditions (1)
and (2). Then there is a real analytic map E--R defined globally
on E satisfying the following conditions:

) (0)= O,
ii) de0 ToE E-+ToR is the inclusion map,
iii) (E) W,
iv)
v) Taylor coefficients of are given by Theorem 2 below.
In order to give the ormula for Taylor coefficients, we introduce

several notations. As we have assumed that dfo is diagonalisable
with eigenvalues a,...,a, we can find a system of coordinates
x=(x,..., x) of R such that

dfo ..
Let d--(d,...,d) be a multi-index with d_>_0 for i=1, ...,n. Let
Idl=d+ +d. Forx=(x,,...,x)wedenote

x=x’.x x.
Let f(x) (f(x), f(x), ..., f(x)) and

f(x) x+ f,x or i=1, ..., n.
Idl2

As for multi-indexes of length 1, we denote
$(i)--(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0)

and
d(i)=(O, ..., O, 1, O, ..., 0).

Letf,a() =a for i= 1, ., n andf,() 0 for i:/= ]. We have dfo (f,()).
The space E is spanned by vectors 3/3x, i-1,...,k. Denote by

=(, ., ) the coordinate on E with basis 3/3x, i-- 1, ., k. We
identify linear spaces E and R by this coordinate system. For

=(, ..., ) and multi-index $= ($, ..., $) we denote
=,. .

Let :E--+R be a real analytic map with (0)=0. Let ()=((),
.(), ..., q()) and

()= E ,.
I1_1

Let, 1 for i= 1, ., k and let ,)=0 for i= 1, ., and ]= 1,
.., k with i=/=]. Let (p, q) denote the set of multi-indexes 5=(a,, ...,
) wih p<ll<qo For , a positive inteaer
we put

(, P, ) ,", ,.
r,...,re(,ll)
1+...

Note that if p2, t(, p, $) contains no , satisfying I.]__>]$]. We have
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For multi-indexes -(,...,) and g-(g,..., g), let, d)= (II (,, d,, ,).
/

+
Note that F(, , d) contains no ,r with if dl2. We have

(())= (, , d).

Let /(p, q) denote the set of multi-indexes d=(d,..., d) satisfying
p{dlq. Usingthe notations defined above, we obtain the expressions

Theorem Z. The Tlor eoeNeiet , omi i Theorem
1 re eomted ollow"

i) o mlti-ide with

,(=0 o i=1, ..., , =1, ..., , ith i,
ii) for multi-index with 2, define , inductively by the

formula"

Themi e be etegeg to ltie ma o.
Z. Sketch of the proof. I conditions () is satisfied, staring

from i) in heorem , we can eomue , by alying formula ii) in
heorem inductively. So we obtain () as a system of formal power

series. By he definition of ,, he undamenal equation (())
=f(()) is satisfied formally.

We employ he mehod of majoran in order o rove he conver-
gence of near he origin. ake a real number >1 such

for any multi-index and i=1, ..., . Noe ha F(, 8, d) are poly-
nomials in ,r’s wih eoeNeients 11 osiive.

or a osiive real number , le

IlNr xl,...,

where range over neighborhood of he origin in -dimensional com-
plex space C and f are regarded as exended to a neighborhood
origin in C. hen we have

lim M() 0 and lim M(f) O.
r0 r0

Take r sufficiently small so that anM(r)/r holds. Let

F(x)=ax+ a(x+x+ +x)

Function F(x)-ax is a majorant of f(x)-x, i.e., if we write
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F(x)-ax-4- F,x,
we have
( 4 ) If,
or all i and d with ldl>2.

Define F R-+R by F(x)= (F(x), ..., F(x)). Let (, ..., $)
denote the coordinate on ToR associated with basis 3/3x, ., 3/3x.

Let A=(A, A, ..., A) be multi-index. Notations ]A, A(i), z are
defined similarly as or and . Let " ToRnR be the formal power
series ()=((), ..., ()) derived rom the undamental equation
( 5 ) (a)=F(())
by assigning
( 6 ) ,() 1
or i, ]= 1, ..., n, and by applying the ormula

1 ( F,(,A,d)).( 7 ) ,= a
For each =(6,...,), let A()=(,...,,0, ..., 0). We have

I,lg,()
inductively. So if we find satisfying (5) and (6) with positive radious
of convergence then also converges near the origin. The domain of
definition can be extended to the total space E by virtue of funda-
mental equation

(()) f(()),
since is an expanding linear automorphism.

The convergence of near the origin is verified as follows. We
claim that

()= r(a--1)(+ +)
r(a- 1)--n(+. +)

for =(, ..., $). Note that ormal power series is uniquely deter-
mined by (6) and (7), hence by (6) and (5). For each i=1, ..., n and
]= 1, ., n, we have

a (0)= 1.

Let =+... +$ and S()=()+... +()=n(). Then,

(:) r(a- 1)X
r(a- 1) nX

On the other hand, we have

F(()) a()+

so that

and (a,,) ra(a-1)
r(a- 1) naX

a(S(:’))
nr-nS()

arS() ra(a-1)
n(r-S()) r(a- 1) na

(a)=F(()),

=(a),
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which completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Taking in considerations that the image of a neighborhood of the

origin O in E is mapped onto a local unstable manifold of O in R,
Theorem 1 is easily verified.

3. Remarks. If f is a real analytic map defined on an open set
U in R containing the origin and if the image f(U) is included in U,
Theorems I and 2 hold.

If we replace f by a holomorphic map f:C--C defined globally
on C, similar results hold. In this cse the obtained map is entire
on E.

If f is a holomorphic map defined on an open set U in C contain-
ing the origia and if the image f(U) is included in U, is again entire
on E.
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